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• Survivability assessments of space hardware require the use of 
ballistic performance models to predict the performance of a 
structure over a broad range of impact conditions and configurations
• Hypervelocity impact experiments, hydrodynamic simulations and 
analytical model development have been performed to improve the 
dual-wall shield models over a variety of impact conditions
• Data from over 500 hypervelocity impact experiments on dual-wall 
shield configurations have been collected and analyzed 
• Hydrodynamic simulations have extended some of these configurations 
to above the 7-10 km/s threshold of low temperature launches
• Empirical ballistic performance models have been developed that 
approximate the data, but extrapolation of the models can lead to 
incorrect conclusions
• A solution-based ballistic performance modeling approach has been 
developed here that improves the reliability of the extrapolations
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• Spherical projectile launches performed by:
• UDRI with maximum velocities of ~10 km/s
• WSTF with maximum velocities of ~8.5 km/s
• Many others at JSC, MSC, ARC and by contract 
companies to ~7.5 km/s
• ~500 double wall impacts have been performed 
• Impactors include Cadmium, Copper, Nylon, 
Glass, Aluminum, Alumina and Steel
• Impact obliquities from normal to 75° to normal




Empirical Ballistic Performance Models 
Can Lead to Discrepancies


































Hydrodynamic Simulations Extend 
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Solution-Based Ballistic Performance 
Model Corrects Scale Discrepancies






Space Administration Extends to Different Impact Conditions









• Survivability assessments of space hardware require the use of 
ballistic performance models to predict the performance of a 
structure over a broad range of impact conditions and configurations
• Hypervelocity impact experiments, hydrodynamic simulations and 
analytical model development have been performed to improve the 
dual-wall shield models over a variety of impact conditions
• Data from over 500 hypervelocity impact experiments on dual-wall 
shield configurations have been collected and analyzed 
• Hydrodynamic simulations have extended some of these configurations 
to above the 7-10 km/s threshold of low temperature launches
• Empirical ballistic performance models have been developed that 
approximate the data, but extrapolation of the models can lead to 
incorrect conclusions
• A solution-based ballistic performance modeling approach has been 
developed here that improves the reliability of the extrapolations
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